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A pathetic track record for implementationA pathetic track record for implementation
of adaptive management:of adaptive management:

        Successful           Modeling failure        Implementation failureSuccessful           Modeling failure        Implementation failure



There is growing demand forThere is growing demand for
riparian riparian ““restorationrestoration””

 Much modeling has been aimed atMuch modeling has been aimed at
quantifying the tradeoffs (gains andquantifying the tradeoffs (gains and
losses) associated with restorationlosses) associated with restoration

 Surprisingly, that modeling has revealedSurprisingly, that modeling has revealed
many many ““win-winwin-win”” options, especially options, especially
where current policy is the result ofwhere current policy is the result of
cumulative historical changes (growingcumulative historical changes (growing
like like topsytopsy) without careful planning) without careful planning



Hydrologic engineering aimsHydrologic engineering aims
to control seasonalityto control seasonality

 Conveyance of flood watersConveyance of flood waters
 Storage for power and irrigationStorage for power and irrigation
 Predictable navigation opportunityPredictable navigation opportunity
 Enhanced recreational usesEnhanced recreational uses



But the natural biota isBut the natural biota is
generally adapted to profitgenerally adapted to profit

from that seasonalityfrom that seasonality

 Why were there once so many birds inWhy were there once so many birds in
the Florida Everglades?the Florida Everglades?

 Why did Columbia River sturgeonWhy did Columbia River sturgeon
spawn during spring floods?spawn during spring floods?

 Why do young salmon migrateWhy do young salmon migrate
downstream during spring floods?downstream during spring floods?

 What carries away the mud?What carries away the mud?



Nature abhors a vacuumNature abhors a vacuum

 If you build it, they will comeIf you build it, they will come
 If they become abundant and valuable,If they become abundant and valuable,

they will be treated with contemptthey will be treated with contempt
((““pestspests””) by environmental purists) by environmental purists

 If they remain rare or decline, they willIf they remain rare or decline, they will
be listed under the ESA and becomebe listed under the ESA and become
limits to policy changelimits to policy change



Examples of win-winExamples of win-win
restorationrestoration

 Deplumbing Deplumbing the Florida Everglades--betterthe Florida Everglades--better
flood control and urban water supplyflood control and urban water supply

 Seasonal drawdown of Seasonal drawdown of Mississippii Mississippii RiverRiver
navigation pools--vegetation developmentnavigation pools--vegetation development
and sediment transportand sediment transport

 Removal of Removal of ““unprofitableunprofitable”” dams in the dams in the
NorthwestNorthwest

 Planned floods in Grand Canyon--floodPlanned floods in Grand Canyon--flood
control and recreation (sand beaches)control and recreation (sand beaches)



Grand Canyon winners and losersGrand Canyon winners and losers

trouttrout

birdsbirds

camperscampers native fishnative fish

beachesbeaches

A much applaudedA much applauded
 experiment: experiment:



We can now build some reallyWe can now build some really
impressive looking models, as for theimpressive looking models, as for the

Grand Canyon:Grand Canyon:

Water management regime

Flow      Turbidity    Temperature  

Benthic algae Riparian vegetation
Detritus

Aquatic insects Terrestrial insects

Exotic fishes Native fishes

Sparrows etc.

Cowbird

Water birds

Peregrine falcon



These models look right whenThese models look right when
compared to available datacompared to available data



Should anyone believe the modelsShould anyone believe the models
that predict win-win options?that predict win-win options?

 We are talking about really complicatedWe are talking about really complicated
systems that nobody designed in thesystems that nobody designed in the
first place.first place.

 Our track record at predicting how theyOur track record at predicting how they
will behave is not exactly stellar.will behave is not exactly stellar.

 Hard to test models since many factorsHard to test models since many factors
are changing at once.are changing at once.

 Mistakes could be very costly.Mistakes could be very costly.



Nature is really hard to secondNature is really hard to second
guess: does logging hurt salmon?guess: does logging hurt salmon?



We got it right on egg survival:We got it right on egg survival:



But we were just a wee bit off on netBut we were just a wee bit off on net
freshwater production (freshwater production (smolts smolts goinggoing
to sea were expected to decline):to sea were expected to decline):



The Upper Mississippi: an engineerThe Upper Mississippi: an engineer’’ss
paradise:paradise:

Pool 8



Everglades Restoration?Everglades Restoration?



A much altered hydrologyA much altered hydrology



The birds saw it differently:The birds saw it differently:
seasonal drying concentrated theseasonal drying concentrated the
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Profiting from floods: sturgeon, salmonProfiting from floods: sturgeon, salmon

Then flow 1 yr
Red=predator risk
Blue=safe passage
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There is widespread understandingThere is widespread understanding
now about the need for carefullynow about the need for carefully

planned, large-scale policyplanned, large-scale policy
experimentsexperiments

 Mostly we have stopped pretending thatMostly we have stopped pretending that
we can model everything right, beforewe can model everything right, before
action is taken.action is taken.

 Even the compulsive Even the compulsive mappers mappers areare
starting to admit that endlessstarting to admit that endless
descriptive data wondescriptive data won’’t solve thet solve the
prediction problem either.prediction problem either.



Implementation has beenImplementation has been
pathologically slow, costly, complexpathologically slow, costly, complex

 Direct bureaucratic costs/delaysDirect bureaucratic costs/delays
““detailed and comprehensive problem analysisdetailed and comprehensive problem analysis””,,
““restudiesrestudies””, , ““environmental assessmentsenvironmental assessments””,,……

 Unnecessary, irrelevant researchUnnecessary, irrelevant research
““Fund my research and IFund my research and I’’ll solve your problemll solve your problem””

 Myopic economic argumentsMyopic economic arguments
““The bottom line should include only those costs andThe bottom line should include only those costs and
benefits that I know how to quantifybenefits that I know how to quantify””

 Faith in quick-fixesFaith in quick-fixes
““My technology will solve your problemMy technology will solve your problem””



All these things are broughtAll these things are brought
together by beadle behaviortogether by beadle behavior

Beadle:
"a messenger or crier of a court; a
parish officer whose business is to
punish petty offenders; a church
officer with various subordinate
duties" (Webster)

Bureaucratic beadle:
“Decision making process must involve detailed,
comprehensive problem analysis, research, and
full consensus by all stakeholders”



When you need to cover yourWhen you need to cover your
ignorance, write a thickerignorance, write a thicker

reportreport

This is called This is called ““detailed anddetailed and
comprehensive problem analysiscomprehensive problem analysis””



There are no well-defined standardsThere are no well-defined standards
or procedures for confrontingor procedures for confronting

uncertainty in public policy formationuncertainty in public policy formation

 ““Acceptable riskAcceptable risk”” is poorly defined. is poorly defined.
 Experiments are visibly gambles, andExperiments are visibly gambles, and

public decisions are not supposed to be.public decisions are not supposed to be.
 Admission of uncertainty is too oftenAdmission of uncertainty is too often

seen as weakness, and it is too easy toseen as weakness, and it is too easy to
hide from the problem by pretendinghide from the problem by pretending
that investment in research orthat investment in research or
engineering solutions will do the job.engineering solutions will do the job.



Conclusion: can we break theConclusion: can we break the
decision making gridlocks?decision making gridlocks?
 Public review processes are helping to exposePublic review processes are helping to expose

bureaucratic and scientific snow jobs.bureaucratic and scientific snow jobs.
 Case studies are helping us learn how toCase studies are helping us learn how to

make review processes more effective.make review processes more effective.
 Legislation can be developed to clearly defineLegislation can be developed to clearly define

risk management authority and responsibility.risk management authority and responsibility.


